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I have decided to discontinue the inclusion of an
editorial in JP on a regular basis, effective from
this issue.
Since vacating the president’s chair in the
society to more focus my attention on the
editor’s role, I have found a shortage of
discussion points to possibly address than what
I had previously.
Therefore, to guard against this column
becoming too repetitive, not to mention dull and
boring, I’ve decided to no longer include it in JP
on a permanent basis.
Please note that I’m not talking about resigning
as the JP Editor; it’s just the regular provision of
this editorial column that I’m curtailing.
- Ron Casey
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2020 Thematic Japan Stamp Catalogue. Vol. 6
Sports
Reviewed by Anker Nielsen
This is the sixth and final volume in the series of thematic stamp catalogues
published by the Japan Philatelic Society (JPS). It was published in June 2020
on the subject of Sports. A review of Volume 1 on Flowers was published at
JP 71/36-37, one of Volume 2 (World Heritage and Scenery) at JP 72/45-47,
one of Volume 3 (Art and Culture) at JP 73/43-45, one of Volume 4 (Railways
and Tourism) at JP 74/12-14, and one of Volume 5 (Animals) at JP 75/8-10.
The compilation of this volume was supervised by Tanaka Toshihiko. He is
a long-time stamp collector of Shōwa stamps and is the producer of the digital
Japanese stamp picture book “Ume”. He likes to visit the places depicted on
the stamps he collects, always accompanied by his wife who is the
photographer as well as his research assistant.
The content of this publication (cover illustrated below) is divided into four
main chapters:
1. Olympics and world championships
2. National sports festivals
3. List of sports
4. Things related to sports
This stamp catalogue will be of great interest if you
are collecting stamps about particular sports or
even just sports in general. Although the text is in
Japanese, each of the stamps has its respective
JSCA/Sakura catalogue number provided. With
this information and the Sakura Catalogue it is then
possible to source an English description in
Japanese Philately. For each section both the
Japanese name and in some cases the English
equivalent is provided. In most cases is it easy to
identify the sport just by looking at the stamps, so
an English name is not so important. At the end of
the catalogue there is an alphabetic index of the
names in Japanese.
Another hint, if you cannot read the Japanese text,
is to look in the Index to Japanese Philately (found
on the ISJP website) under the major heading in
Section 1 named “Topicals, Sports”.
Here
references can be found of where in the pages of
Japanese Philately (JP) you can find the English
description of the stamps you have found in the
catalogue. A few tests show that the JP entries in a
list sorted under major championships or individual
sports are similar to those in the thematic catalogue.
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1. Olympics and world championships
This chapter (pages 5-34) starts with stamps related to the Modern Olympic Games with the stamps listed
chronologically from the oldest first. Japan first participated in the 1912 Games held in Stockholm. The chapter
includes a list of all the Summer Olympic Games, Winter Olympic Games and Paralympic Games together with
entries for the relevant stamps. Following the Olympic stamps come stamps commemorating other international
competitions, including those from the Asian or East-Asian Games and Universiade. Then stamps related to the
different individual world championships such as athletic, football, judo, skating and table tennis. The stamps
with illustrations in this chapter are also depicted in Chapter 3 in relation to the individual sport(s) that they
represent.
2. National sports festivals
This chapter (page 35-52) shows the stamps commemorating the annual National Sports Festival from the second
in 1947 to the 74th in 2019. When it commenced in 1946 the accepted romanization of its name 国民体育大会
was “National Athletics Meet”, but in recent years, although the Japanese name has stayed the same, the preferred
romanization of “National Sports Festival” has been adopted, providing a much more descriptive term of how the
tournament has evolved. These stamps are also easy to find in the Sakura catalogue, but here they are listed
together.
There are a few examples of postmarks in the catalogue related to the festivals, but the primary purpose of the
catalogue is not for sport postmarks. However, when the issue of the early national sports festival stamp(s) was
originally reported in Japanese Philately the special postmarks were also shown. This practice was discontinued
when Japan Post deemed that the stamps were
prefectural issues rather than national commemorative
issues.
3. List of sports
This chapter (pages 53-98) shows the stamps sorted by
their different sports. It starts with athletics (consisting
of running, jumping and throwing). This is followed by
sports in water such as swimming, diving and water
polo.
Then comes the different disciplines in
gymnastics and cycling. A page (64) with gymnastics
and cycling is shown at right. A separate section in this
chapter deals with martial arts, which includes boxing,
wrestling, fencing, judo, karate and sumo. Another is
shooting with different weapons as well as archery.
Ballgames are grouped as one section, including games
such as volleyball, handball, football, rugby, baseball,
softball, table tennis, tennis, golf and hockey. A section
on winter sports includes skating, skiing and bobsleigh.
A section dealing with sports on water includes rowing,
canoeing and sailing. The chapter closes with horse
riding and jumping. The number of stamps in this
chapter is more than 500.
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4. Things related to sports
This chapter (pages 99-120) commences with a section
on stadiums, sports buildings, and other sports facilities.
A page (100) with stamps related to stadiums is depicted
at right. This is followed by stamps with torches,
emblems or symbols for sports events or flags for
countries participating in international sporting
competitions. At the end there is a section for
recreational sports such as scouting, mountaineering,
hiking, fishing, dancing and children’s games.
Each stamp is portrayed with a color illustration and its
JSCA/Sakura catalogue number and value for a mint
copy. The 130-page A5 size publication can be
purchased from the publisher for a cost price of ¥2,000
plus tax. The ISBN code is 978-4-88963-842-4. The
catalogue can also be ordered in the USA from the
online store of Books Kinokuniya, for a cost of
US$32.99 plus postage. 
———

———

———

———

From the President’s Desk
by Edwin Kawasaki
Our second international virtual ISJP meeting held in August was a success.
Twenty members attended the Zoom call to hear the presentations from Zach
Lawrence, Lois Evans-de Violini, and Ken Kamholz. The presentations were
interactive, as the attendees asked many questions. A new member, Hans
Wilderbeek, won the prize of a new Sakura catalog donated by Zach. In case
you missed the meeting, a recording of the events may be streamed from the following link:
tinyurl.com/ISJP-Meeting2
Volunteers are needed for presentations at the next meeting. Can you share your exhibit, expound on your exhibit,
talk about your special interest, elaborate on your article, or show items from your collection? We are anxious to
hear about your interests and findings. Please let me know if you can be the next presenter. Contact me at
president@isjp.org.
The Washington DC Chapter of the ISJP will have a booth in the back hall at NAPEX (https://www.napex.org),
the World Series of Philately Event in McLean, Virginia on 22-24 October. Stop by the booth and talk with Zach
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Lawrence, Fred Drake and other ISJP members. Be sure to visit the 54 dealers to add to your collection. For
information on DC Chapter meetings contact Lee Wilson (lerwilson@aol.com).
The ISJP website (www.isjp.org) is a wonderful website with tons of information on Japanese Philately. We need
an apprentice volunteer to assist our Webmaster in the day-to-day maintenance of the ISJP website. Some
knowledge of HTML and WordPress is a plus, but if you are willing to learn it is not a necessity. Contact Lois at
lois@isjp.org for more information.
ISJP has two US chapters: Los Angeles, Washington D.C., and the U.K. (see https://isjp.org/local-chapters/).
These chapters meet and discuss (in person and online) Japanese philately and their collections and interests.
They are a great additional benefit to ISJP membership! Do you want to have a chapter near you? Let me know
if you would like to organize a group in your area, and we can contact members near you to help recruit members.
Kudos to Anker Nielsen for the comprehensive 1908 Visit of the Great White Fleet to Japan article in the last
Japanese Philately (JP 76/40-47). Please consider writing an article for JP on your area of expertise. We anxiously
await your article. 
———

———

Tōkyō Central Post Office
Temporary Post Office Branches during the Olympics
The expected increase in post office business due the influx of visitors involved in the Tōkyō 2020 Olympic and
Paralympic Games prompted Japan Post to open two temporary branches of the Tōkyō Central Post Office, one
for the convenience of the participating athletes, and the other for the use of worldwide media attending the
Games.
The first one of these that opened, called Tōkyō Central Post Office Tōkyō 2020IBC / MPC Branch, was located
inside Tōkyō Big Sight at Ariake in Tōkyō’s Kōtō Ward. Tōkyō Big Sight is the largest international exhibition
center in Japan and the ideal location to serve as the International Broadcast Center (IBC) and Main Press Center
(MPC) for the Games. Its period of operation was from 1 July to 7 September 2021.
The second branch office, called Tōkyō Central Post Office Tōkyō 2020 Olympic Village Branch, was located
inside the Olympic Village Plaza at Harumi in Tōkyō’s Chüō City. It was in operation from 13 July to 8
September 2021.
Besides the use of the usual domestic and foreign mail cancel types at the branch offices, they each also had their
own scenic datestamps. Needless to say, there was a lot of demand for examples of any or all of these cancels
from stamp collectors. However, due to the tight security measures in place for both the Olympic Village and the
IBC and MPC, it was recognized that it would be difficult, if not impossible, for domestic stamp collectors to get
examples of these cancels.
Accordingly, Japan Post announced that it would accept mail orders for actual mail cancels and cancel to order
requests to be implemented on only three specific dates at each branch office. These dates comprised 23 July
(Olympic Games opening ceremony), 24 August (Paralympics opening ceremony), and the respective last day of
operation for each branch office (7 September for the IBC/MPC branch and 8 September for the Olympic Village
branch).
Once again, we are indebted to long-time ISJP member and well-known postal stationery dealer Mr. Y. Suzuki
for not only supplying the pictured examples (page 80) of cancel-to-order 23 July datestamps he obtained for each
of the temporary post offices, but also in providing details for this report. 
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2021.6.1
Summer Greetings Postcards - Sayonara
Introduced in 1950, summer greetings postcards have been produced on an annual basis. Since 1986 they have
been referred to by the “pet name” (aishō) of kamomēru, a blend of kamome (seagull) and mēru (mail). The
number of postcards in each annual summer greetings “suite” has been growing over recent times, and based on
the numbers printed each year, seemed to be maintaining considerable popularity despite the opposition from
messaging being sent more and more these days via digital media.
It was therefore with some surprise that Japan Post made an announcement on 29 March 2021 that this year will
see the final issue of summer greetings cards. In addition, this year’s “suite” composed just a single card, and
there was not the customary lottery associated with the issue.
This year’s card is in the category of what has been called in the past an “illustrated card”, with a pictorial design
forming the subject of the value tablet (¥63) on the card’s address side, as well as a specially produced design(s)
appearing on the message side. The card, with a value tablet measuring 21.3 x 49.5 mm, is called “whale shark”.
The message side is called “sunflowers”. The designs on both front and back were produced by Takasugi Naoko.
There were 10 million copies of this card issued. 
——————

Correction to Past Issue of Japanese Philately
76/65

In line 1 of the first footnote, change “akebeko” to “akabeko”.
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Echo Postcards Catalogue 1981-2020 – DVD version
Written and Compiled by Suzuki Yukinobu
Reviewed by Ron Casey
Anyone with the slightest interest in collecting Echo postcards or seeking
assistance in identifying cards that they already possess, will find this
monumental work a valuable reference in their philatelic library. The work
of long-time ISJP member and well-known postal stationery dealer Mr.
Suzuki Yukinobu, the catalogue consists of an extensive 336-page A5 size
publication plus a DVD crammed with thousands of illustrations and a giant
interactive spreadsheet. Although the catalogue (cover illustrated below) was
created primarily for the Japanese user, Mr. Suzuki provides an adequate
amount of guidance to allow the English-language speaker to extract a lot of
worthwhile information from its contents.
Kōkoku tsuki hagaki (postcards with advertising) were introduced by Japan’s
Postal Ministry on 7 July 1981. The specially-designed postcards were issued
with paid advertising in the lower third of the address side. The cards were
sold to the public at a discounted price with the advertiser paying for part of
the postage as well as the printing costs. The
Ministry chose the popular name of ekō
(echo) for the new postal stationery with the
explanation that “the effectiveness of the
advertisements on the cards reverberates
like an echo in the hills”, and that moreover
ekō includes the idea of ekonomii (economy)
from the ¥5 discount in the price of each
card. The new cards quickly became
popular with both advertisers and the public
and in the early days, demand greatly
outweighed the supply. The annual number
of different cards peaked in 1999 at just
under a thousand (963). Since then, it has
gone rapidly downhill, with the internet
becoming
the
main
method
of
communications, resulting in a decrease in
usage of regular postal mail.
The Echo Catalogue
The body of the 336-page publication
consists of a table listing every one of the
15,461 echo cards issued between 1981 and
2020. This list includes the date of issue, its
face value, the serial number assigned by the
Ministry (later Japan Post), the advertiser’s
name and address, the selling prefecture,
and the quantity issued. Although it is all in
Japanese, Mr. Suzuki has provided a
translated extract from the table showing the
column titles in English.
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In addition to the face value the name of the
imprinted
stamp
design
is
mentioned.
Commencing at ¥40 in 1981, the face value of the
cards has remained at ¥5 less than the domestic
postcard rate. Since 1981, there have been 17
different face value imprints used for echo cards.
Mr. Suzuki has illustrated all of these in
chronological order on a separate page at the front
of the catalogue, together with each individual
design name and the reason (where applicable) for
their face value increases. As well, he has provided
a duplicate of that page translated into English, as
illustrated at right. This is a very valuable
reference, which allows an English-language
researcher to identify whether a specific example of
Japanese postal stationery is an echo card or not.
In addition, there is a short postscript by Mr. Suzuki
discussing English language content in the pages of
the catalogue, provision of hints for navigating the
files in the DVD, and the details of his address for
any questions, suggestions, or comments.
The DVD
The DVD is tucked in an envelope attached to the
inside of the back cover. By far the greatest
resource in the DVD is the Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet named “Echo-list”. It is an electronic
version of the table in the catalogue listing all 15,461 echo cards issued between 1981 and 2020. All of its columns
can be individually sorted, with some providing multiple sort options. Besides this, every entry in the
“Advertiser” name column is linked by a hyperlink to a scanned copy of the card itself. These pages of the
scanned cards can also be accessed in chronological order through the folder named “Echo”. This is useful if you
have a card that you are wishing to identify that bears a first-day cancellation, a large number of which bear
foreign (Roman-letter) datestamps. The contents of the folders in “Echo2” are also well worth exploring. Many
of these list cards with pictorial cancellations. A large number of these are sorted under a short name in Japanese,
e.g. “Kokutai” (National Athletic Meet) and other popular thematics.
Of course the beauty of having “Echo-list” presented in an Excel spreadsheet format is that the translation tool
now provided in Excel may help you to better find a specific card in any language. Mr. Suzuki provides a brief
explanation of how to manipulate the spreadsheet to find, for example, all instances of a particular word or words
in the “Advertiser” name within a certain date range. The result of such a search is provided (in English) in one
of the preface pages of the catalogue.
Obtaining a copy
Copies of the catalogue ISBN 978-4-86355-099-5 published by Narumi Press can be obtained through the author,
for a cost price of ¥6,000 plus tax (but tax is not applicable to foreign orders). Therefore, the author can process
overseas orders at a total cost of ¥7,000 (¥6,000 plus ¥1,000 for airmail postage). Orders can be made through
his PayPal account at kkcc@tt.em-net.ne.jp.
For any questions or comments about the publication please contact the author at Y. Suzuki, P.O. Box 59,
Tokorozawa, 359-8691 Japan or by email at kkcc@tt.em-net.ne.jp. 
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2021.4.1
Hospitality Flowers Series
Set 16
This is the 16th set of a series depicting what Japan Post refers to as
omotenashi or “hospitality” flowers. Omotenashi means “to entertain
guests”, but it carries nuances of thoughtful, warm-hearted care and Japan
Post’s intention for selecting it as the name for this series is that stamps sent
on postcards or letters will convey a similar type of thoughtfulness to the
addressee.
This issue consists of two sheets of 10 (2 x 5) self-adhesive stamps,
respectively comprising five ¥63 and five ¥84 designs arranged as
horizontal pairs. The designs by Nakamaru Hitomi(1) measure 18.5 x 22.5
mm each and the dimensions of each sheet are 67.5 x 187.0 mm. A total of
1.6 million of each of the ¥63 designs and 7.0 million of each of the ¥84
designs were printed in 5 offset inks by the Toppan Printing Co.
The design inscriptions and their translations appear below. For each sheet,
a repetitive sequence of small pictorial depictions of Designs 1-5 appears down both the left and right margins.

¥63 Sheet

¥84 Sheet

Inscription

Translation

Design

Inscription

Translation

Gibōshi
Himawari
Tokeisō
Ajisai, Bara
Guroriosa

Hosta
Sunflower
Blue passionflower
Hydrangea, Rose
Gloriosa

1
2
3
4
5

Jasumin
Marīgōrudo
Derufiniumu, Kānēshon
Shakuyaku
Bara

Jasmine
Marigold
Delphinium, Carnation
Peony
Rose

First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were
Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand)
datestamp, left, depicts a slightly different version of
the blue passionflower shown in Design 3 of the ¥63
sheet, while the unframed (machine) datestamp, right,
shows a slightly different version of the marigolds
depicted in Design 2 of the ¥84 sheet.

1

As was the case with the previous sets in this series and in the 2011-2013 Seasonal Flowers Series, both Iitsuka Katsumi and Murata Jin
are acknowledged as advisory editors. Iitsuka Katsumi is the executive director of the Japan Association of Botanical Gardens, and Murata
Jin is a professor on the faculty of the Botanical Gardens at the Tōkyō University Graduate School of Science.
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———

2021.4.20
Philatelic Week 2021 / Japan’s Modern Postal Service 150th anniversary
This year’s Philatelic Week issue marks a significant historical milestone, the 150th anniversary of Japan’s modern
postal service. Although the service was never officially “launched”, its inauguration date has for some time been
accepted as 20 April 1871, the issue date of Japan’s first postage stamps.
This commemorative issue consists of a sheet of ten ¥84 designs, together with a stamp booklet. 600,000 copies
of each design were printed by the National Printing Bureau in six gravure inks and one intaglio ink (black).(1)
The stamps appear in sheets of 10 (5 x 2) measuring 222.5 x 93.5 mm. Each design by Tamaki Akira measures
35.5 x 28.0 mm, the full stamp (kogire) dimensions being 38.5 x 28.0 mm.
1

Note that among the color dots at the lower center margin of the sheet indicating the inks used in printing, the intaglio ink is represented as
a black dot on which a number of small white dots have been superimposed.
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Stamp Designs
Seven of the ten designs (1, 3-6, 8 and 10) feature illustrations from the “Mail
Handling Picture Book” and the other three (Designs 2, 7 and 9) depict scenes
from the “Postal Operations Picture Scrolls”. Both sources were supplied by
the Postal Museum. Note that the numbering system used for the position of
the designs in the sheet is different from the norm, as depicted in the sheet
format diagram, right.
The Mail Handling Picture Book, consisting of 14 painted scenes on silk, was produced by Shibata Shinsai (18581895) in 1884. The scenes depict a postal counter and indoor and outdoor postal operations during the Meiji era.
As mentioned above, 7 of the scenes are included in the stamp sheet, and all 14 are illustrated in the accompanying
stamp booklet. Shinsai’s illustrations were based on sketches he made of actual post office operations during
October and November 1884. The picture book was exhibited at the World’s Fair held in New Orleans from
December 1884 to May 1885 to introduce an international audience to how mail was handled in Japan.
The Postal Operations Picture Scrolls consist of two handscrolls each containing six scenes with individual
measurements of 70 x 30 cm. They were produced by Kubota Beisen (1852-1906) in 1893. The first handscroll
depicts mail handling at the Tōkyō Post and Telegraph Office, while the second handscroll depicts postal
operations outside of the office. The scrolls were commissioned for exhibit at the 1893 World’s Columbian
Exposition held in Chicago to commemorate the 400th anniversary of Columbus’ arrival in the Americas. As
mentioned above, Designs 2, 7 and 9 were sourced from these scrolls. All 12 designs depicted in the scrolls are
illustrated in the stamp booklet.
Special mention needs to be made of Design 7, which shows a two-horse cart
being loaded with mailbags outside the Tōkyō Post and Telegraph Office while
a one-horse cart waits behind for its turn to be loaded. Not only has this design
been used for the cover of the stamp booklet, but it has also been previously
depicted on Japanese stamps, the ¥62 se-tenant pair issued on 1991.1.31 as
part of Set 4 in the 1990-1991 Horse Series, shown at right. A detailed
description of this stamp pair at JP 46/92-94 provides much more information
about the scrolls including the individual titles for all 12 scenes.
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Stamp Booklet: The stamp booklet produced for this issue measures 257 x 182 mm and was priced at ¥1,300
(i.e., ¥460 more than the face value of the stamps). The quantity of booklets produced was 25,000. In addition
to this sheet of stamps and its accompanying booklet, a 5 July Japan Post press release announced the intended
issue of two more philatelic booklets to commemorate the 150th anniversary of Japan’s modern postal service.
These were scheduled for issue on 25 August, the first day of Philanippon 2021 held in Yokohama. One booklet,
called the “normal edition”, contained a sheetlet of two ¥500 stamps, and the other called the “special edition”
contained two sheetlets of ¥500 stamps, two in one and six in the other. These stamps were obtainable only by
purchasing the corresponding booklet. A total of 60,000 of the normal edition booklet could be purchased at
¥1,500 each (i.e., ¥500 more than the face value of the stamps), while just 20,000 of the special edition were sold
at ¥5,000 each (i.e., ¥1,000 more than the face value of the stamps. Full details of these booklets (as well as the
stamps commemorating Philanippon 2021 issued on the same date) will appear in the next issue of JP.
First-day cancellations: The officially designated
first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and
Nihonbashi. Examples of the pictorial datestamps
(both LCDs) applied are shown. The hand (framed)
datestamp, left, depicts detail from Design 4 picturing
postal clerks postmarking letters. The unframed
(machine) datestamp, right, illustrates detail from
Design 7 depicting a one-horse cart lining up outside
the Tōkyō Post and Telegraph Office to be loaded up
with mailbags.
Commemorative coins: Although there
was no mention of a “joint issue” with Japan
Mint, nor for that matter any reference at all
to that organization in the Japan Post
announcement, Japan Mint issued two
commemorative coins to honor the 150th
anniversary of the Modern Postal Service
that incorporated images that were
unquestionably supplied by Japan Post.
Both coins were sold well over their
respective face values due to the
manufacturing costs. The ¥10,000 coins are
made of pure gold with a weight of 15.6 g
and a diameter of 26 mm (shown at left at
150% of actual size). Its obverse side shows
detail of the image of Design 7 in the Japan
Post set together with a depiction of an early
mailbox. 20,000 of these coins were issued
at a sales price of ¥145,000 each.
The ¥1,000 coin is made of pure silver with a weight of 31.1 g (equal to
1 troy oz) and a diameter of 40 mm (shown at right at 150% of actual
size). Its multi-colored obverse side depicts the same detail from Design
7 in the Japan Post set used on the ¥10,000 coin, but with the difference
of having the addition of a round-shaped mailbox first put into service
in 1949. 50,000 of these coins were issued at a sales price of ¥11,700
each. The two coins share a common reverse side depicting an image of
the entrance to a former Tōkyō Central Post Office.
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2021.5.10
Natural Monument Series, Set 6
Lake Towada and Oirase Gorge
The collective term “Natural Monuments” is one of several categories used to define things that are protected
under Japan’s Cultural Properties Protection Law. Natural Monuments are typically birds, animals, insects, plants
and vegetation, or geological and mineralogical features. More significant subjects, including some places of
outstanding scenic beauty (termed Special Protected Districts), may qualify to be designated as “Special Natural
Monuments”.
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This sixth set in the Natural Monuments Series features Lake Towada and the Oirase Gorge located in Aomori
Prefecture. The two areas form part of the Towada-Hachimantai National Park and were jointly designated as
Special Natural Monuments in 1952. Lake Towada is the largest crater lake in Honshū and is the source of the
Oirase River.
This issue comprises ten ¥84 designs by Maruyama Satoru printed in sheets of 10 measuring
127.0 x 187.0 mm. The arrangement of the designs can be seen from the sheet format diagram,
right. In all, 1,000,000 copies of each design were printed in six offset inks by the Toppan
Printing Co.
The stamps depict a selection of the flora and fauna that inhabit the two areas. The titles of the
designs appear on the stamps, for which we have listed the common name translations and
scientific names below.
Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Common name
Ruddy kingfisher
Grey wagtail
Narcissus flycatcher
Japanese dwarf flying squirrel
Flaccid anemone
Japanese serow
Kikuzaki Ichige
Blue-and-white flycatcher
Oirase River flowing past
waterside feather moss
Japanese marten

Scientific name

Halcyon coromanda
Motacilla cinerea
Ficedula narcissina
Pteromys momonga
Anemone flaccida
Capricornis crispus
Anemone pseudoaltaica(1)
Cyanoptila cyanomelana
Brachythecium rivulare

Martes melampus

Shape

Rectangle

Circle

Rectangle

Size, mm

28.0 x 32.0
32.0 x 28.0
32.0 x 28.0
21.5 x 25.5
21.5 x 25.5
32.0 x 32.0
21.5 x 25.5
32.0 x 28.0
28.5 x 36.0

28.5 x 36.0

Sheet background: Lake Towada and the Oirase River

First-day cancellations
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of first-day
datestamps applied are shown. The framed (hand) datestamp, below left, depicts the flaccid anemone as seen in
Design 5 together with the series logo that includes the silhouette of a tree. The unframed (machine) datestamp,
below right, depicts the grey wagtail from Design 2.

1

Anemone pseudoaltaica has no commonly accepted name in English.
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2021.5.21
Japanese Tradition and Culture Series
Set 4
by Kenneth J. Bryson
This is the fourth set of the series commemorating examples of traditional Japanese tradition and culture. It was
planned that there will be four sets in this series, each devoted to a different theme. The Japan Post announcement
for this set gave no indication as to whether this planned number had now been met, or if it was contemplating a
continuation of the series.
The theme of this fourth set is “Kimono”, a term which means literally “a thing to wear”. Kimonos occur in a
number of styles, which are distinguished by differences in cut and detail and have their own specific names. The
designs in this set are taken from kimonos in four such styles, as worn by women: kosode, literally “small
sleeves”, an historical style characterized by short length and sleeves that are narrow at the wrist rather than wide,
were popular from the middle ages through the Edo period and are thought of as the ancestor of the kimono as it
is worn today; katabira, also an historical style, literally “single layer”: an unlined kimono, usually of linen or
raw silk, that has its origins as an undergarment which eventually came to be worn as outerwear for comfort in
the summer; hitoe, also meaning “single layer”, typically a silken inner garment worn beneath the kimono proper;
furisode, literally “fluttering sleeves” a style characterized by full, flowing sleeve pockets and worn today by
young women as formal or festive wear. Furisode are part of the dress of maiko, the apprentice geisha seen in
tourist images of Kyōto’s traditional entertainment districts.
A wide array of traditional techniques are found in the design and decoration of kimono, from simple
monochromatic dyes to gorgeous embroidery in colors with gold and silver accents. Multicolor dyeing, using
resists and/or stencils, is one of the most popular methods of creating unique and elaborate kimono fabric patterns;
all or parts of garments may also be hand-painted. The patterns and colors are carefully chosen for wear as
appropriate to the seasons and for special occasions. The decorative techniques used on the kimono examples
illustrated in this issue are not specifically indicated, but it is evident that dyeing has been used to stunning effect
in many of them.
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This issue consists of two sheets of self-adhesive stamps, respectively comprising ten ¥63 and ten ¥84 designs.
Overall design was undertaken by Kaifuchi Junko with the cooperation of Ōkubo Jun'ichi, deputy director, and
Sawada Kazuhito, associate professor of graduate studies, at the National Museum of Japanese History (a division
of the Inter-University Research Institute Corporation, National Institutes for the Humanities). The items shown,
all or in part, on these stamp designs are in the collection of the National Museum of Japanese History, located in
Sakura City, Chiba Prefecture.
The ¥63 sheet consists of ten square stamps, as shown on page 90. The ¥84 sheet comprises nine rectangular
designs and one in circular format, as shown on page 93. A total of 500,000 copies of each ¥63 design and
1,500,000 copies of each ¥84 design were printed in six offset inks by Toppan Printing Company. The respective
design titles appear in the sheet margins adjacent to each stamp.
The ¥63 sheet designs depict pattern details from kimono designs with descriptive names as listed below.

¥63 sheet (187.0 x 67.5 mm)
Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Sheet
Margin

Descriptive names
Ume fune moyō kosode
Yashoku teiein moyō
katabira
Senmen fuji aoi botan
moyō kosode
Baiju shitakusa moyō
kosode
Hengaku moyō kosode
Moyai bune mizukusa
moyō kosode
Fujibana fune moyō
katabira
Shidarezakura hanagasa
moyō kosode
Kiku Inamura niwatori
moyō hitoe
Takagari moyō furisode

Kosode with pattern of boats and ume
(prunus) blossoms
Katabira with pattern of gardens at
night
Kosode with pattern of fans, wisteria,
and hollyhock
Kosode with pattern of ume trees and
grasses
Kosode with pattern of framed
pictures
Kosode with pattern of moored boats
and water plants
Katabira with pattern of wisteria
blossoms and boats
Kosode with pattern of weeping cherry
blossoms and flower-decorated hats
Hitoe with pattern of chrysanthemums,
rice fields and chickens
Furisode with pattern of
hawking

Senmen fuji aoi botan moyō kosode (detail)

Shape

Size, mm

square 25.5 x 25.5
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The ¥84 sheet designs depict entire kimonos, details of some of which are shown in the ¥63 sheet, or pattern
details as described below.

¥84 sheet (187.0 x 127.0 mm)
Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Sheet
Margin

Descriptive names
Ume fune moyō kosode
(entire garment)
Yashoku teiein moyō
katabira (entire garment)
Senmen fuji aoi botan
moyō kosode (entire
garment)
Baiju shitakusa moyō
kosode (entire garment)
Hengaku moyō kosode
(entire garment)
Kiku magaki moyō
furisode (detail)
Kusabana moyō furisode
(detail)
Matsu ume tsuru moyō
furisode (detail)
Kyūden moyō furisode
(detail)
Botan senmen taki moyō
furisode (detail)

Shape

Size, mm

Kosode with pattern of boats and ume
(prunus) blossoms
Katabira with pattern of gardens at
night
Kosode with pattern of fans, wisteria,
and hollyhock
Kosode with pattern of ume trees and
grasses

30.0 x 42.0
rectangle

Kosode with pattern of picture frames
Furisode with pattern of
chrysanthemums and rustic fences
Furisode with pattern of flowering
grasses
Furisode with pattern of pines, ume, and
circle
cranes
Furisode with pattern of palace
decorations
rectangle
Furisode with pattern of peonies, fans,
and waterfalls
Ume fune moyō kosode (detail)

30.0 x 35.5
30.0
diameter
30.0 x 35.5
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First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of the first-day
datestamps are shown below. The framed (hand) datestamp, left, features the decorative pattern depicted in
Design 1 on ¥63 sheet, while the unframed (machine) datestamp, right, shows part of the pattern depicted in
Design 3 of the same sheet.
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2021.6.16
4 National Treasures Series, Set 2
th

This issue comprises two sheets of self-adhesive stamps, one comprising ten ¥63 designs and the other ten ¥84
designs. Overall design was undertaken by Maruyama Satoru based on photographs provided by a number of
different sources mentioned below. The sheets respectively measure 187.0 x 86.0 mm (¥63) and 187.0 x 127.0
mm (¥84). The individual designs come in a number of shapes and sizes. A total of 600,000 copies of each ¥63
design and 1,500,000 copies of each ¥84 design were printed in 6 offset inks by the Toppan Printing Co.
Design descriptions
The ¥63 sheet (below) depicts subjects featuring fine arts and crafts, while the ¥84 sheet (illustration on page 97)
shows national treasures that can be categorized as buildings and structures, primarily linked to temples and
shrines. Design descriptions do not appear on the stamps themselves, but appear listed at the top left of the sheet
background in the case of the ¥63 sheet, and below their respective stamps in the ¥84 sheet. Note that several
inscriptions on the ¥63 sheet are particularly lengthy because they include the identification of the subject as well
as its producer, and in some instances, other descriptive information.
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¥63 sheet
Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Subject

Shape

Merrymaking under the cherry
blossoms (left screen)
Merrymaking under the cherry
blossoms (right screen)
Thunder God Raijin Figure (left
screen)
Wind God Fūjin Figure (right screen)
Viewing Maple Leaves
Sutra box decorated with Kurikara
Dragon
Gilt Copper Reliquary
Tea-leaf jar with a design of wisteria
Yōhen Tenmoku Tea Bowl
Gohi Keman

Size, mm

Photograph supplier
Tōkyō National Museum
Tōkyō National Museum

21.0 x 27.0
Kyōto National Museum

rectangular

Kyōto National Museum
Tōkyō National Museum

irregular

21.0 x 36.0

Tōkyō National Museum

21.0 x 36.0
27.0 x 32.5

Tōkyō National Museum
MOA Museum of Art
Seikadō Bunko Art Museum
Nara National Museum

27.0 x 24.0

 ¥63 Design 1 - Merrymaking under the Cherry Blossoms (left screen)
Designs 1 and 2 show separate detail from a pair of folding six-panel screen paintings
called “Kaka Yūraku Zu”, the work of Kanō Naganobu (1577-1654), a painter from
the famous Kanō school. The title has been translated into English in various ways
with several similar expressions for “merrymaking” and a preference for aronia
rather than cherry to describe the flowers. Each screen measures 355.8 x 148.6 cm.
Design 1 depicts two female dancers with swords, the centerpiece of the 2nd panel in
the left-hand screen.
¥63 Design 2 - Merrymaking under the Cherry Blossoms (right screen) 
This design shows detail from the 5th panel in the right-hand screen, the two center
panels (3 and 4) of which were destroyed during the Great Kantō earthquake in 1923.
A dancer depicted between the 3rd and 4th panels in the left-hand screen was the
subject of the ¥10 stamp in the 1962.4.20 Philatelic Week issue. In her description
of this stamp on pages 26-27 of ISJP Monograph 5 Paintings on Japanese Postal
Issues, the late Margaret Marcus provides much detail about this screen as well as
Naganobu.

 ¥63 Design 3 - Thunder God Raijin Figure (left screen)
Designs 3 and 4 come from “Wind God and Thunder God”, a pair of two-fold screens
painted by Edo-period artist Tawaraya Sōtatsu. The screens depict the Thunder God,
Raijin (shown in Design 3), and the Wind God, Fūjin (shown in Design 4).
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 ¥63 Design 4 - Wind God Fūjin Figure (right screen)
This image of the Wind God Fūjin should be instantly recognizable to most Japanese
stamp collectors, as it formed the design of three ¥90 definitive stamps respectively
issued on 1962.7.2, 1966.12.20, and 1971.12.1. As a result, much more detail about
Sōtatsu and his depiction of Fūjin can also be found (pages 28-30) in ISJP
Monograph 5 Paintings on Japanese Postal Issues, authored by Margaret Marcus.

¥63 Design 5 - Viewing Maple Leaves 
This design depicts detail from a painting on a six-panel folding screen dating from
the 16th century and measuring 365.5 x 150.2 cm. The painting, by Kanō Hideyori
from the Kanō school, shows maple leaf viewing beside the Kiyotaki River at Takao,
north of Kyōto. The detail shows a small section where the 1st (counting from the
right) and 2nd panels meet, as evidenced by the vertical separation mark in the center
of the stamp design. The painting previously appeared in a Japanese stamp issue of
1994.11.8, which commemorated the 1,200th anniversary of the establishment of the
imperial capital at Heian-kyō (Kyōto). On that occasion the first five panels of the
painting were depicted as a strip of five ¥80 stamps, with the sixth panel not
appearing at all. This new issue report can be found at JP 50/40-42.
 ¥63 Design 6 - Sutra box decorated with Kurikara Dragon
This design pictures the lid of a sutra (Buddhist scripture) box decorated with a
Kurikara Dragon in maki-e (a lacquer decoration
technique). The lid measures 31 x 19 cm and shows the
dragon flanked by two attendants. The artifact dates
from the Heian period (794-1185).
¥63 Design 7 - Gilt Copper Reliquary 
This gilt copper reliquary (container of holy relics), 263
mm in height, is topped by a three-sided flame and gem
on a lotus pedestal, which stands on a water jug shaped
container with a fish roe pattern and lotus arabesque motif in line engraving. It dates
from the Kamakura period. It is the property of the Chōfuku Temple in Ikoma, Nara
Prefecture.
 ¥63 Design 8 - Tea-leaf jar with a design of wisteria
Nonomura Ninsei was a famous potter of exceptional skill in the application
of overglaze enamel. He was born in the village of Nonomura in Tamba
Province (now part of Kyōto prefecture), one of Japan's early pottery centers.
In the mid-17th century he moved to Kyōto, where in 1657 he took Buddhist
orders and thereafter set up his own kiln at Ninna-ji, a temple in the northwest
of Kyōto. Nonomura is most famous for his tea leaf jars and this one, showing
blooming wisteria flowers, stands 288 mm high with a maximum diameter of
273 mm. It previously appeared on the ¥410 definitive stamp issued on
1982.12.6. Another of Nonomura’s tea leaf jars was depicted recently (JP
75/277) in Set 2 of the World of Art series issued on 2020.10.16.
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¥63 Design 9 - Yōhen Tenmoku Tea Bowl 
This chawan (bowl used for preparing and drinking tea) is presently located at
the Seikadō Bunko Art Museum in Tōkyō. This is one of four extant tea bowls
(three of which are National Treasures) that display the rare Yōhen Tenmoku
style (kiln transformation) effect. It is 6.8 cm high and has a 12.0 cm mouth
diameter. It is an example of a Chinese product (karamono) esteemed for its
elegance and rarity, and its production has been dated to the 12th-13th century
during China’s Song Dynasty.
 ¥63 Design 10 - Gohi Keman
This treasure consists of thirteen beautiful Heian period (11th century)
ornaments and fragments, including the one illustrated, called collectively
Gohi (Cowhide) Keman. Ke (hanging) man (ornament) are fan-shaped
hanging plaques, in this case consisting of openwork cow leather panels with
color and cut gold leaf. On either side of a bow-knot are two mythical winged
creatures, half bird, half woman, called karyōbinga (from the Sanskrit
kalavinka). A karyōbinga from another one of these keman formed the design
of Japan’s ¥120 definitive stamp for over 35 years, comprising three issues of 1962.11.1 (in purple), 1966.12.20
issue (in red), and 1972.4.10 (in green & gray), before replacement by the bull-headed shrike design in 1998.
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¥84 sheet
Design

Subject

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Rurikō-ji Five-Story Pagoda
Negoro-ji Daitō
Tamaudun
Hongan-ji Hiunkaku
Ōsaki Hachimangū
Matsue Castle Donjon
Ninna-ji Kondō
Kunōzan Tōshō-gū
Iwashimizu Hachimangū Main Shrine
Sōfuku-ji Main Hall

Shape

Size, mm

rectangular

21.0 x 42.0
29.5 x 35.5
35.5 x 29.5
35.5 x 24.5
35.5 x 24.5
35.5 x 29.5
35.5 x 29.5
35.5 x 24.5
35.5 x 29.5
35.5 x 24.5

Photograph supplier

(No attribution provided)
Negoro-ji
Naha City
Hongan-ji
Nakamura Hisao
Matsue City
Gotō Masami
Danbayashi Masahiro
Sudō Kōichi
(No attribution provided)

 ¥84 Design 1 - Rurikō-ji Five-Story Pagoda
Rurikō-ji is a Buddhist temple located in Yamaguchi City, the capital of Yamaguchi
Prefecture. The temple is best known for its five-story pagoda, ranked as one of the
top three great pagodas in Japan. Built in 1442 by the Ōuchi family, it stands 31.2 m
in height and constructed mostly in the Japanese architectural style with some
Chinese-style influences. The roof is made
from cypress bark, and the body of the pagoda
becomes slimmer toward the higher stories.
¥84 Design 2 - Negoro-ji Daitō 
Negoro-ji is a complex of Buddhist temples
located in Iwade, a city in Wakayama
Prefecture. It is surrounded by the sacred peaks
of the Katsuragi Mountains. The temple complex dates from 1130 and
arguably its main attraction, and a National Treasure, is its large two-story
pagoda (Daitō) built in 1496, and pictured in the stamp design.

 ¥84 Design 3 - Tamaudun
Tamaudun, the royal mausoleum of Okinawa’s Second Shō Dynasty,
was built in 1501 by King Shō Shin (1485-1526), the dynasty’s third
king. It is located at Shuri, now a district of Naha City in Okinawa.
The mausoleum consists of two large stone-walled enclosures with
three tomb chambers at the back utilizing a natural cave. The central
chamber was where the body was left to decay before the bones were
washed and placed in a sarcophagus. The left chamber was for
permanent interment of kings and queens, and the right chamber for
princes and princesses. The mausoleum was severely damaged in the
1945 battle of Okinawa, although the tombs and royal remains
remained intact, and much of the structure has since been restored.
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¥84 Design 4 - Hongan-ji Hiunkaku (“Flying Cloud Pavilion”) 
In the southern part of Kyōto City there are two temple complexes
named Hongan-ji. One, now called Nishi (West) Hongan-ji, is the
head temple of the Jōdo Shinshū (Pure Land Buddhism) sect. The
other, called Higashi (East) Hongan-ji, is the head temple of the Ōtani
branch of the same sect. Nishi Hongan-ji now serves as the head
temple of the whole sect and was designated as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site in 1994. It is also the home of the subject of this stamp
design, named Hiunkaku (literally “Flying Cloud Pavilion”), which
ranks with the Golden Pavilion and Silver Pavilion as one of Japan’s
three most famous pavilions.
 ¥84 Design 5 - Ōsaki Hachimangū
Ōsaki Hachimangū is a Shintō shrine located in Sendai, the capital city
of Miyagi Prefecture. Its shaden (main shrine building) has been
designated as a National Treasure. The construction of the shrine was
ordered by the feudal lord Date Masamune in 1607. The shrine’s deity,
Hachiman, is the Shinto god of war and considered to be a general
guardian and protector of the city. The shaden consists of a main
sanctuary (honden) and worship hall (haiden) under a single roof
covered with thin shake shingles.
¥84 Design 6 - Matsue Castle Donjon 
This castle is located in Matsue, the capital city of Shimane Prefecture.
The castle was built by Horio Yoshiharu from 1607 to 1611 on the
shore of Lake Shinji, whose waters fill the castle moat. It is one of the
few remaining medieval castles in Japan in its original wooden form,
and not a modern reconstruction in concrete. The main donjon
depicted on the stamp is architecturally unique, with a five-storied
façade that actually conceals six levels within. The castle has appeared
previously on a number of Japanese stamps.

 ¥84 Design 7 - Ninna-ji Kondō
Ninna-ji is the head temple of the Omuro branch of the Shingon Sect
of Buddhism. Located in Kyōto, its construction was begun in 886 at
the order of Emperor Kōkō. He did not live to see its completion in
888 under the supervision of his son Emperor Uda. The temple was
burned to the ground during the Ōnin War (1467-1477) and virtually
lay defunct until Tokugawa Iemitsu, the third Tokugawa shogun,
began its restoration in 1634. Its kondō (main hall), depicted in the
stamp design is a National Treasure.
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 ¥84 Design 8 - Kunōzan Tōshō-gū
Kunōzan Tōshō-gū is a Shintō shrine located in the eastern part of
Shizuoka City, Shizuoka Prefecture. Built in 1617, the shrine lies at
the summit of Kunōzan (Mt. Kunō), a 216 m high hill. The shrine is
the original burial place of Tokugawa Ieyasu, the first shogun of the
Tokugawa shogunate, and is thus the oldest of the shrines bearing the
name Tōshō-gū (a shrine where Ieyasu’s deified spirit resides). The
main sanctuary (honden), stone room (ishi-no-ma), and worship hall
(haiden) at Kunōzan were collectively designated as a National
Treasure in 2010.
¥84 Design 9 - Iwashimizu Hachimangū Main Shrine 
Iwashimizu Hachimangū is a large shrine complex located at the top
of Mt. Otokoyama in Yawata City, Kyōto Prefecture. The shrine was
founded by the Buddhist monk Gyōkyō in the year 859 and has been
greatly venerated by the Imperial family since the Heian period. The
magnificent main shrine dates from 1634. It is one of only four
remaining examples of the Hachiman-zukuri architecture style that
involves the skillful combination of different structures and their roofs.
Featuring colorful wood carvings of flora and fauna, it is considered to
be one of the three major Hachiman shrines among the 40,000 located
throughout Japan.
 ¥84 Design 10 - Sōfuku-ji Main Hall
Sōfuku-ji is an Ōbaku Zen temple built by the Chinese monk Chaonian
in 1629 as the family temple of the Chinese from Fuzhou, Fujian
Province in China who settled in Nagasaki. Two of its buildings have
been designated as national treasures. The one featured on this stamp
is the Daiyūhōden (Great Treasure Hall), which dates from 1646, and
the temple’s other national treasure is its Daiippōmon, a large fourlegged Chinese-style gate.

First-Day Cancellations
The officially designated first-day post offices were Nihonbashi and Tōkyō Central. The framed (hand)
datestamp, below left, depicts the Sōfuku-ji Main Hall shown Design 10 of the ¥84 sheet, while the unframed
(machine) datestamp, below right, illustrates detail from the folding six-panel screen painting depicted in Design 1
of the ¥63 sheet.
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2021.6.23
Tōkyō 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games
After several years of intense preparation, the 2020 Tōkyō Olympic and Paralympic Games were unlucky to have
their respective timetables disrupted by the onset of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic and its rapid spread
throughout the world. As a result, a decision was made on 24 March 2020 to postpone both events until 2021.
Even so, as the months approached the dates for the rescheduled opening ceremonies (23 July 2021 for the
Olympics and 24 August 2021 for the Paralympics), the pandemic was still causing worldwide chaos, and there
was much uncertainty as to whether these two major sporting events would have to be abandoned completely.
It therefore seemed that Japan Post was being a bit ambitious when it announced on 25 March 2021 that it intended
to issue a set of stamps to commemorate the Olympic and Paralympic Games on 23 June, especially since the
“set” of stamps comprised 75 different designs, comprising seventy-four different ¥84 designs issued in 3 sheets
of 25 (5 x 5) and a separate ¥500 stamp issued as part of a miniature sheet.
25-stamp sheets
Nonetheless, the stamp issue went ahead as planned on 23 June 2021, one month before the opening ceremony.
The three 25-stamp sheets were each sold only as intact sheets at the face value price of ¥2,100. Each sheet
measures 168.0 x 251.5 mm, while each of the individual designs has dimensions of 25.0 x 35.5 mm. One million
copies of each sheet were printed in 6 offset inks by Cartor Security Printing. Two of the sheets (numbered 1 and
2, shown on pages 102 and 104 respectively) have left-margin inscriptions reading “Olympic Games Tokyo 2020”
in both English and Japanese as well as the official 2020 Olympic Games logo. Their individual designs depict
athletes participating in sports that were to be contested at the Games. Sheet No. 3 (shown on page 105), by
comparison, has a left-margin inscription reading “Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games” in both English and Japanese
as well as the official 2020 Paralympic Games logo. Twenty-three of its 25 stamps depict athletes participating
in paralympic sports, while the other two stamps share a common design of the 2020 Paralympics logo. Note that
this means Sheet 3 has a different format than Sheets 1 and 2 (see sheet layout diagrams on pages 103 and 106).
Designers
Having simultaneously issued this large number of separate stamps Japan Post became a bit lazy in sharing their
individual characteristics. This is specifically related to the attribution of designers to their specific designs. For
the 75 stamps issued in sheets, rather than providing the name of each stamp’s designer, Japan Post’s
announcement merely listed the names of all the contributing designers, which consisted of Kaifuchi Junko,
Kusuda Yūji, Tamaki Akira, Nakamaru Hitomi, Hoshiyama Ayaka, Maruyama Satoru, Yamada Yasuko, and
Yoshikawa Ayumi. Separate mention was made only of the role of Tamaki Akira as the designer of the miniature
sheet with its ¥500 stamp.
First-day cancellations: The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi.
Examples of first-day datestamps applied are shown
below. The framed (hand) datestamp, left, reveals the
official Games motto “United by Emotion”. The motto
emphasizes the power of sport to bring together people
from diverse backgrounds and allow them to connect
and celebrate in a way that reaches beyond their
differences. The unframed (machine) datestamp, right,
depicts respectively Miraitowa (at left), the official
Olympic mascot, and Someity, the official Paralympic
mascot, both of which have been previously introduced
in other Olympic postal issues (see JP 74/18-19).
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Sheet 1 (Olympics, page 102)
1

2

3

4

3x3 basketball

Archery

Gymnastics

Artistic Swimming

6

7
Baseball/Softball:
Baseball

8
Baseball/Softball:
Softball

9

10

Basketball

Beach Vollyball

11

12

13

Boxing

Canoe Slalom

Canoe Sprint

14
Cycling:
BMX Freestyle

15
Cycling:
BMX Racing

16
Cycling:
Mountain Bike

17
Cycling:
Road

18
Cycling:
Track

19

20
Equestrian:
Dressage

21
Equestrian:
Eventing

22
Equestrian:
Jumping

23

24

25

Fencing

Soccer

Golf

Badminton

Diving

5
Track and Field
Events

Sheet 2 (Olympics, page 104)
1

2

3

Handball

Hockey

Jūdō

6
Marathon
Swimming

7

8
Rhythmic
Modern Pentathlon
Gymnastics (Ribbon)

4
Karate:
Kata (Forms)

5
Karate:
Kumite (Sparring)

9

10

Rowing

Rugby

14
Sport
Climbing

15

11

12

13

Sailing

Shooting

Skateboard

16

17
Table
Tennis

18

19

20

Taekwondo

Diving

Tennis

23
Water
Polo

24

25

Weightlifting

Wrestling

Swimming
21

22

Triathlon

Volleyball

Surfing
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Sheet 3 (Paralympics, page 105)
1
Archery

2
Track and
Field

6
Cycling:
Road

7
Cycling:
Track

11

24
Paralympic
logo

Jūdō
14
Shooting
19
Triathlon

15
Sitting
Volleyball
20
Wheelchair
Basketball

3

4

5

Badminton

Bocce

Canoeing

8

9
5-a-side
Soccer

10

Equestrian
12
Powerlifting
16
Swimming
21
Wheelchair
Fencing

24
Paralympic
logo
17
Table
Tennis
22
Wheelchair
Rugby

Goalball
13
Rowing
18
Taekwondo
23
Wheelchair
Tennis

Stamp Booklet
A complementary stamp booklet was also issued that included a copy of each of the three stamp sheets and a
miniature sheet that incorporated a separate ¥500 stamp. Thus, the total face value of the stamps enclosed in the
booklet was ¥6,800, compared with the ¥10,000 cost to buy one of the 200,000 booklets.
¥500 stamp
The miniature sheet and its ¥500 stamp depict the Japan National Stadium in Tōkyō. They were designed by
Tamaki Akira based on photographs supplied by the Incorporated Administrative Agency of the Japan Sport
Council. The sheet measures 135.0 x 93.5 mm and the stamp measures 45.0 x 33.0 mm. As mentioned above,
200,000 booklets were issued, so just 200,000 of these miniature sheets were printed in 6 gravure inks
(incorporating “metallic multi-image” inscriptions) by the National Printing Bureau.
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2021.6.25
Modern Currency System
150th Anniversary
The monetary system in Japan became a bit chaotic during the reign of the Tokugawa Shogunate, and soon after
the Meiji Restoration in 1868, the new Government began to plan a monetary reform. The result was the adoption
of the New Currency Regulation (Shinka Jōrei) of 27 June 1871 (Meiji 4.5.10), which stipulated the introduction
of a new decimal monetary system based on the yen. This stamp issue commemorates the 150th anniversary of
the Regulation’s promulgation.
This issue comprises ten ¥84 designs by Yoshikawa Ayumi printed in sheets of 10 (5 x 2) measuring 187.0 x
127.0 mm. All the designs are in the shape of a circle measuring 30.0 mm in diameter. The arrangement of the
designs can be seen from the sheet format diagram, page 108. 1,000,000 copies of each design were printed in
six offset inks by the Toppan Printing Co.
No descriptive information about the designs appears on the individual stamps, and the descriptions provided
below have been sourced from the Japan Post announcement. As was the case with the issue commemorating the
150th anniversary of Japan’s Modern Postal Service that occurred on 20 April this year (see pages 85-87), this
anniversary was also honored by Japan Mint through the issuance of 3 commemorative coins (described on page
109). In common with the Postal Service anniversary, the stamp announcement makes no mention at all of this
Japan Mint involvement. This is strange, as all 10 designs in this stamp issue have some link with the Japan Mint,
and it is assumed that it was responsible for the supply of elements of some or all of the designs. It is also pertinent
that 2021 marks the 150th anniversary of the establishment of Japan Mint.
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Modern Currency System
150th Anniversary
Design

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Gas lamps at the Japan Mint
Coining press from the time of Japan Mint’s founding
Original Mint entrance
Early balance preserved at the Mint
Ōkuma Shigenobu(1)
Modern Currency System anniversary coin(2)
Silver Coin - ¥1 piece from the first modern issue
Gold Coin - ¥1 gold piece from the first modern issue
Copper Coin - ¥1 piece from the first modern issue
Wadōkaichin(3)

First-day cancellations
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of first-day
datestamps applied are shown below. The framed (hand) datestamp, left, depicts an anniversary coin’s central
motif as depicted in Design 6. The unframed (machine) datestamp, right, depicts the entrance to the original Mint
facility as seen in Design 3.

1

Ōkuma Shigenobu (1838-1922) played a pivotal role as head of the Meiji Government’s monetary reform program, unifying the nation’s
currency and creating the Japan Mint.
2

One of the three commemorative coins for the 150th anniversary of the Modern Currency System issued by Japan Mint. The anniversary
coin design incorporates details from several denominations of Japan’s modern coinage, as does the sheet background. Although the stamp’s
¥84 denomination obscures part of the gold coin’s denomination, the placement of the visible characters suggest that it is the ¥10,000 coin
rather than the ¥5,000 coin.
3

Wadōkaichin is the oldest official Japanese coinage, first minted in 708.
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Commemorative coins
As mentioned above, Japan Mint issued three commemorative coins to honor the 150th anniversary of the Modern
Currency System. All three coins have the same designs on each of the obverse and reverse sides. The obverse
side depicts the old kanji character (圓) for “yen” flanked by chrysanthemum and paulownia branches, while the
reverse side shows the regular currency design for the six different denominations of non-commemorative coins
currently in normal circulation.
All three coins were sold well over their respective face values due to the manufacturing costs. The ¥10,000 coin
is made of pure gold with a weight of 15.6 g and a diameter of 26 mm. 20,000 of these coins were issued at a
sales price of ¥145,000 each. It is shown, front and back, below left, at 125% of actual size.

The ¥5,000 coin is also made of pure gold but with a weight of 7.8 g and a diameter of 20 mm. 20,000 of these
coins were issued at a sales price of ¥76,000 each. It is shown, front and back, above right, at 125% of actual
size.
The ¥1,000 coin is made of pure silver with a weight of 31.1 g (equal to 1 troy oz) and a diameter of 40 mm.
50,000 of these coins were issued at a sales price of ¥11,700 each. It is shown below at 125% of actual size. 

———

———

NAPEX: Come visit the ISJP table!
The Washington DC Chapter of ISJP has once again arranged to have a table at NAPEX. The 2021 event will
run three days, Friday through Sunday, 22- 24 October. It will take place at the Hilton McLean Tysons Corner,
7920 Jones Branch Drive, McLean VA 22102. Show hours are Friday and Saturday 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM, and
Sunday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM.
Stop by to talk with chapter members and other ISJP folks, and to visit the dealers participating in the bourse. For
additional information, check the NAPEX website (napex.org), or contact Lee Wilson (lerwilson@aol.com). 
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Meiji Period Mail Collection Seal Books
by Kenneth J. Bryson
Introduction
When Japan’s new Meiji government inaugurated its
modern postal system in 1871, letter collection boxes
called 箱場 hakoba (literally “box places”) were set up
around the principal cities and major regional towns for
convenience in depositing outgoing mail.
These hakoba were equipped with hand stamp seals
箱場印 (hakoba-in) which the collecting agents were
required to impress on the margins of the collected mail
items as a way of identifying the district where the
hakoba was located. The seals, which varied widely in
form and inscription from place to place, gradually
disappeared in most places by the late 1870’s and were
replaced by a time-entry form.
Figure 1 depicts an early Meiji hakoba and examples
of hakoba-in. The tag on the right reads “departed”,
which signals that the box has been opened and the
contents collected; the tag on the left is mostly illegible,
but the character 后 meaning “afternoon” suggests that
this is the scheduled collection time. The inset in
Figure 1 shows a few hakoba-in as used in Tōkyō and
in some provincial towns.

Figure 1 - Early Meiji hakoba and examples
of hakoba-in

The time-entry form system was evidently not carefully
observed, however, and in 1881 the communications
department issued a standardized small round marking,
which instead of being applied to mail matter was
instead to be stamped in a booklet to confirm that the
collection box had been opened. These numbered
markings were called 開函証印 kaikan shōin (“box
opening confirmation seals”) and were distributed
nation-wide with the intent of improving the duty
performance of postal workers. The booklet in which
the seals were impressed was called:
郵便物取集証印帳
郵便物取集証印帳

Yūbinbutsu Shushūshōinjō
“mail collection seal booklet”
Figure 2 shows a later Meiji period post-style letter
box and two collectors; an inset shows several kaikan
shōin.

Figure 2 - Mid-Meiji hakoba (post box) and examples
of kaikan shōin
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As will be seen in the examples that follow, these
booklets were prepared in two volumes per month for
each collection zone, used alternately so that one was
for even-numbered days and the other for oddnumbered days. Although an exact end date is not
recorded, the use of these booklets and seals apparently
ended in the late 1890’s or early 1900’s.
Mail collection seal booklets from
the Shimohikoma post office
ISJP Director and postmark expert Anker Nielsen
recently obtained through a Japanese auction two seal
books that were used at the same post office. The post
office was Shimo (“Lower”) hikoma (下彦間), at that
time a place in Aso Gun (District), Tochigi Prefecture.

Figure 3 - Shimohikoma post office seal book
for June 1891, front cover

Tochigi Prefecture was established in 1873 as part of
the Meiji government’s dissolution of the old feudal
domains; after some changes in boundaries, by 1876 it
came to occupy most of the former province of
Shimotsuke (下野). Although politically obsolete, the
old provincial names were used on postal markings and
official documents instead of, or along with, the
prefectural names until the use of maruichi (bisect)
postmarks ended in the early 1900s. These seal books
in Prof. Nielsen’s hands were used at the Shimohikoma
post office during the months of June and November
1891 (Meiji 24), respectively.
Each book has a string with a loop so that it can be hung
for instance from a nail on a wall (for ease of access).
Figure 3 shows the front cover of the booklet for the

Figure 4 - Shimohikoma post office seal book
for June 1891, back cover
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even-numbered days of June 1891 and Figure 4 shows
the back cover.
The red characters at the right and left of Figure 3 read
乙號 otsu-gō (Volume 2(1)) and 第壱区 dai ikku (Zone

1) respectively. The central text reads:
郵便物取集証印帳
郵便物取集証印帳

Yūbinbutsu Shushūshōinjō
The lines to either side read:
自廿四年六月二日

“from 2 June, Meiji 24 (1891)”
and
至同年同月卅日
th

“to the 30 of the same month, same year”
In Figure 4, the two printed columns read:
下野國安蘇郡下彦間郵便局

Shimotsuke no Kuni Aso-Gun Shimohikoma
Yūbinkyoku
“Shimohikoma Post Office, Aso District, Shimotsuke
Province”
The red seal repeats the name of the province and post
office. The handwritten text reads:
第一區取集人・藤倉壬二
第一區取集人 藤倉壬二

dai ikku shushūnin / Fujikura Yoshiji
“Zone 1 Collector Fujikura Yoshiji”
Figure 5 shows one of the inside pages, divided into
rows and columns with labels identifying the rows.(2)
The first row is labeled 日附印 nippu-in “datestamp”;
the next row is labeled 郵便凾證印 yūbin kanshōin
“mailbox confirmation seal”. The spaces below are for
the box collection seals, in columnar format so that
more than one seal can be applied if multiple boxes are
on the collector’s route. The seals are numbered, in this
case marked 三号 sangō, “number 3”. The next-tobottom row is labeled 取 扱 者 印 toriatsukaisha in
“handler’s seal” for that of the postal agent in charge of
the office, in this case surnamed 岩下 Iwashita. The
“number 3” seal suggests that there were also a
____________________
1

Otsu 乙 is the second in the series of ten “stems” in the East Asian
Zodiacal system, the first being 甲 kō. This sequence is frequently
used to number items such as documents when there are ten or
fewer in a group.
2

A copy of all the pages in the booklets obtained by Prof. Nielsen
can be found at https://eng.ssjp.dk/mcbooklet/sealbooks.htm.

Figure 5 - Inside page with datestamps used from
10 to 16 June

“number 1” and “number 2”, which was in fact the case
as we shall see later.
The round seals on the bottom row bear the first
characters of the carrier’s surname and given name,
藤壬 . This row is labeled 集配人印 shūhainin in,
“carrier’s seal”, implying that this agent performed
both collection and delivery services. His title is
marked on the booklet cover as “collector” only,
however, indicating that at this post office there was no
mail delivery service provided. It is clear from the
seals that the same individual was responsible for this
zone on a daily basis and that there was only one box
on his route. In the bottom left margin of the page is
the document number, 郵第一號 yū dai ichigō “Postal
No. 1”.
This being the second of the two volumes for the
month, the pages have one datestamp in the top row for
every second day from 2 June to 30 June. Figure 5
shows the datestamps used on 10, 12, 14, and 16 June.
These are maruichi datestamps of the type in general in
use at the time, with horizontal rows identifying
province and post office names at the top while the
lower section shows the date and the day’s dispatch
number. For example, the datestamp at the top right of
Figure 5 shows row entries as follows (to be read right
to left):
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Province Name
Post Office
Year/
Month/
Day

野下
間彦下
年四廿
月六
日十

Dispatch number

(blank)

Shimotsuke
Shimohikoma
Year 24 (Meiji)
Month 6 (June)
Day 10
(Not applicable
for a small office)

If we search today for “Shimohikoma” in Tochigi
Prefecture we can find Shimohikomachō, a district
along the Hikoma River in Sano City, with a postal
code of 327-0325. There is also a Hikoma 飛駒 district,
with a post office called Hikoma 飛駒 (code 327-0231)
pictured in Figure 6, although it is not clear whether
this is in the same location as the old Shimohikoma
office.

The Shimohikoma Post Office
When the Meiji government set up its modern postal
system, it created a network of privately owned and
operated contract post offices as a way of extending
services throughout the country in a short time without
the time and expense of building and staffing so many
new facilities. These contract post offices were usually
located in the homes and/or business premises of local
men of distinction, such as village headmen, former
samurai, merchants and landlords, who received a
nominal payment for their services.
These private contract offices were initially referred to
as Yūbin Toriatsukaijo (literally “mail handling
place”), a term usually translated as “Postal Agency”.
This term was replaced when post offices were divided
into a series of classes, from 1st to 5th, depending on the
services provided, in 1881. The 5th through 3rd class
offices were operated by commissioned postmasters
under contract with the communications ministry.
The numerical post office classifications were
abolished when the postal system was reorganized in
1941, but part of this system still exists today in the
form of “special post offices” (tokutei yūbinkyoku)
typically located in small rural places, resulting in a
very high number of post offices; some statistics give
the number as high as 60 percent of present postal
facilities in Japan.
According to Meiji Hen(3), the post office at
Shimohikoma was opened on 1882.6.26 as a FifthClass Post Office. It was upgraded to a Third-Class
Post Office on 1886.4.26, and then renamed simply
“Hikoma” (written with a different set of characters, as
飛駒) on 1898.10.16.

____________________
3

Abbreviation for Complete Historical Record of Japanese Post
Offices in the Meiji Era 1871-1912 (Zenkoku yūbinkyoku
enkakuroku meiji hen). See Bibliography, page 116, for full citation.

Figure 6 - Hikoma Post Office
(Google Street View Image)

Figures 7 through 12 illustrate details of two other
such booklets kept during the same year 1891 at the
Shimohikoma post office, part of a group listed on a
Japanese auction site from which these images were
downloaded. They appear to be part of the same series
from which Prof. Nielsen’s examples were obtained,
and these auction listings are now closed.
Figures 7 through 9 are from the booklet “Zone 1” for
the odd-numbered days of June 1891 (the companion
to Prof. Nielsen’s volume illustrated in Figures 3-5 on
pages 111-112). The back page of this volume clearly
identifies collector Fujikura’s zone of responsibility as
飛駒 Hikoma, indicating that this district did exist at the
time and evidently later gave its name to the
Shimohikoma post office.
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Figure 7 - Front page of the June 1891
“Zone 1” booklet

Figure 8 - Back page of the June 1891
“Zone 1” booklet. The handwritten columns read:
飛駒函場取集人・藤倉壬二
飛駒函場取集人 藤倉壬二
“Hikoma hakoba shushūnin (collector) / Fujikura Yoshiji”

Figure 7 depicts the front page of this “Zone 1”
booklet. The red characters at the right and left read
甲號 kō-gō (Volume 1) and 第壱区 dai ikku (Zone 1)
respectively. The central text reads:
郵便物取集証印帳
郵便物取集証印帳

Yūbinbutsu Shushūshōinjō
The lines to either side read:
自廿四年六月一日

“from 1 June, Meiji 24 (1891)”
and
至同年同月廿九日

“to the 29th of the same month, same year”
Figures 8 and 9 respectively illustrate the back page
and an inside page of this “Zone 1” booklet.

Figure 9 - An inside page of the June 1891
“Zone 1” booklet, with the seals of postal agent and
collector (Iwashita and Fujikura), as in the first example
discussed in the descriptions of Figure 4 (page 111) and
Figure 5 (page 112)
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Figure 10 - Front cover of the August 1891
“Zone 2” booklet

Figure 11 - Back cover of the August 1891
“Zone 2” booklet

The other booklet, with pages depicted in Figures 10
through 12, records collections on even-numbered days
for August in “Zone 2” (Dai ni ku). Figure 10 depicts
the front cover of this booklet. The red characters at
the right and left read 乙號 otsu-gō (Volume 2) and
第弐区 dai niku (Zone 2) respectively. The central text
reads:
郵便物取集証印帳
郵便物取集証印帳

Yūbinbutsu Shushūshōinjō
The lines to either side read:
自廿四年八月二日

“from 2 August, Meiji 24 (1891)”
and
至同年同月卅日

“to the 30th of the same month, same year”

Figure 12 - An inside page of the August 1891
“Zone 2” booklet
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The back cover of this “Zone 2” booklet is depicted in
Figure 11. The right-hand column reads:
下野國下彦間郵便局

Shimotsuke (no) kuni Hikoma yūbinkyoku
as does the square red seal.
The columns to the left read:
第弐区山形閑馬・函場取集人
第弐区山形閑馬 函場取集人・橋本春吉
函場取集人 橋本春吉

Dai niku (Zone 2) Yamagata Kanma /
hakoba shushūnin (hakoba collector) /
Hashimoto Harukichi
From the inscription by the collecting agent on the back
cover, we learn that “Zone 2” evidently comprised the
districts of 山形 Yamagata and 閑馬 Kanma, both now
also suburbs of Sano City.
Figure 12 depicts an inside page of this booklet. The
section for the box opening seals has two seals in each
column, numbered 一号 ichigō “number one” and 二号
nigō “number two” respectively. The postal agent’s
seal is 岩下 Iwashita and the collector’s seal reads
橋春 Hashi Haru, standing for the first characters in
the collector’s surname and given name respectively.
It is inferable that the two seals represent the hakoba
for Yamagata and Kanma, respectively, though in
which order it is not clear.

Hikoma Third-Class Post Office, 1898.10.16. This
theory has some merit, as it seems unlikely that the
initial opening of the Shimohikoma office would have
been as late as 1882.
Hikoma is still a small semi-rural office (see Figure 6,
page 113). It must have been a small facility indeed in
1891, as its maruichi datestamp did not have a dispatch
marking, a normal practice for the larger post offices
that had mail coming and going every day at different
times. The small size of the post office is also
suggested by the small number of collection box seals
and the same two collectors’ seals in use over the whole
period covered by each booklet. The small scale of this
post office perhaps also accounts for the survival of
these books, as in a larger government-operated post
office they would probably have been destroyed to
make room for additional files.
The author would like to thank Prof. Nielsen for kindly
sharing the images of the booklets in his collection and
providing the impetus for this exercise in Japanese
postal history.
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The Kamihikoma Post Office
An interesting additional entry in Meiji Hen lists
another post office, called Kami (“Upper”) hikoma
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2021.4.14
Simple Greetings Stamps
Here is the latest set of “simple” greetings self-adhesive stamps comprising separate
designs for ¥1 and ¥84, and values. For those that may not be familiar with simple
greetings stamps, Japan Post states in its press release that keeping the design plain
means that it can be used on greetings sent for any occasion.
The two designs (18.5 x 22.5 mm) were each printed in sheets (280.0 x 149.5 mm) of
50 (10 x 5). Maruyama Satoru designed the ¥84 value and Nakamaru Hitomi was
responsible for the ¥1 design. The stamps in the sheets are separated into five panes
of 10 by scored vertical lines to allow the sheet to be folded compactly.
The stamps were sold only as complete sheets at their respective face values of ¥4,200
and ¥50 per sheet. 800,000 sheets of the ¥84 sheet were printed in 4 offset inks by
Philaposte, and 2 million sheets of the ¥1 sheet were printed in 3 offset inks by Joh.
Enschedé Stamps. No title was provided for the ¥84 design, while for the ¥1 design
it was noted that it bore the image of Posukuma, Japan Post’s mascot teddy bear
postman.

There is no explanation given as to why Japan Post is issuing a Greetings stamp with a denomination of just ¥1
and one wonders as to how much postal use will be made of these stamps, of which 100 million copies were
printed. However, on its day of issue (14 April), Japan Post posted an announcement on its website stating that
the stamp had been very well received, and that some post offices were already out of stock. It added that there
were ample stocks available and that minor delays should be expected in the restocking of supplies at some post
offices.
Note that pictorial first-day datestamps were not produced for this issue. Standard domestic hand and machine
cancels with the traditional hato (dove or pigeon) first-day datestamp symbol were available at several post offices
throughout the country.
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2021.4.23
Happy Greetings Stamps
This is another issue of Japan Post’s Happy Greetings stamps. This issue consists of three separate sheets (as
shown on page 119) of self-adhesive stamps that respectively comprise ten ¥63 stamps, ten ¥84 stamps, and ten
¥94 stamps. As has been the case in the more recent sets in this series the sheet titles are inscribed ハッピー グ
リーティング (“Happy Greetings”) in Japanese, but “Celebration Designs” in English, where in the earlier sets it
was “Happy Greetings” in both languages.
Each of the three sheets, designed by Yamada Yasuko, measures 187.0 x 67.5 mm, and consists of five copies of
two different designs presented in a 5 x 2 arrangement. Each of the two designs in the ¥63 sheet is rectangular
and measures 22.0 x 26.0 mm. Design 1 in each of the ¥84 and ¥94 sheets is rectangular with measurements of
24.0 x 27.0 mm, while Design 2 in each of these sheets is circular and measures 28.0 mm in diameter.
A total of 800,000 copies of each ¥63 sheet, 3 million copies of each ¥84 sheet, and 1 million copies of each ¥94
sheet were printed in 5 offset inks by the Toppan Printing Company. In addition to the offset process the printing
has been supplemented by foil stamping.
No descriptive inscriptions appear on the designs themselves, and the Japan Post announcement describes them
as follows:

Design

¥63 sheet

¥84 sheet

¥94 sheet

1
2

Bird and Flowers (1)
Bird and Flowers (2)

Arrangement of Bird and Leaves
Bird and Green Wreath

Bird and Flowers
Bird

This is a bit surprising as the designs show very good likenesses of what are probably all identifiable subjects.
Even the limited knowledge of the publishing team allowed us to identify the bird in Design 1 of the ¥63 sheet as
a type of hummingbird, the birds in both Design 1 and 2 of the ¥84 sheet as bluebirds (associated with happiness
in Japan), and the bird in the ¥94 sheet as a peacock.
First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand)
datestamp, below left, pictures detail from Design 1 in the ¥63 sheet showing a hummingbird and flowers, while
the unframed (machine) datestamp, below right, depicts the subject of Design 1 in the ¥84 sheet.
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2021.5.17
Flowers in Daily Life Greetings Stamps
Although this is the seventh issue with this title that Japan Post has produced, the issues have not been individually
promoted as part of a series. As we noted in the reports of the previous sets, no effort has been made to provide
a description of the individual designs, and one has to wonder why these issues are being produced.
The two sheets of ten self-adhesive stamps respectively comprise ten ¥63 and ten ¥84 designs by Hoshiyama
Ayaka. All the designs are rectangular with Designs 1-9 in the ¥63 sheet each measuring 21.5 x 25.5 mm while
the dimensions of Design 10 are 25.5 x 21.5 mm. In the ¥84 sheet the individual measurements are 21.5 x 25.5
mm (Designs 1-6, 9-10) and 25.5 x 21.5 mm (Designs 7-8). A total of 700,000 copies of each ¥63 design and
3 million copies of each ¥84 design were printed in 6 offset inks by the Toppan Printing Co.
Overall, the two sheets depict scenes from a storefront of a florist shop. Although a number of the designs depict
identifiable flowers, no descriptive information appears on the individual stamps or their respective sheets. The
Japan Post announcement merely describes Designs 1-10 in both sheets as:
¥63 sheet
¥84 sheet

Florist storefront (green) 1-10
Florist storefront (blue) 1-10
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First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were
Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand)
datestamp, left, depicts three separate elements drawn
from the contents of both sheets, while the unframed
(machine) datestamp, right, shows detail from Design
1 and its surrounds in the ¥84 sheet.
———

———

2021.6.1
Summer Greetings Stamps
This issue consists of two sheets (187.0 x 67.5 mm) of self-adhesive stamps, respectively comprising ten ¥63
designs and ten ¥84 designs. Overall design was undertaken by Yoshikawa Ayumi. The individual designs in
the ¥63 sheet are all circles with a diameter of 27.0 mm, while the designs in the ¥84 sheet are all square in shape
and measure 25.5 x 25.5 mm. A total of 900,000 copies of each ¥63 design and 2,500,000 copies of each ¥84
design were printed in 6 offset inks by the Toppan Printing Co.
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¥63 sheet
Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Sheet
Background

Subject

Ice creams
Open sandwich
Basket
Cactus
Sandals and crab
Shellfish
Sun and sunglasses
Fish and seahorse
Avocado, tomato, and banana
Lemon squash
Tropical plants

¥84 sheet
Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Sheet
Background

Subject

Shaved ice
Fireworks
Fan and mosquito coil
Bitter melon
Japanese rice fish
Watermelon and beetle
Plum syrup
Ginger, Japanese ginger, perilla(1)
Ramune
Green soybeans, broad beans, corn
Morning glories

First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand)
datestamp, below left, shows the images depicted in Design 3 of the ¥84 sheet, while the unframed (machine)
datestamp, below right, shows the two ice creams depicted in Design 1 of the ¥63 sheet. 

1

Japanese ginger are the small reddish items.
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New Members: Collecting interest codes are found at JP 76/34
6566
6567
6568
6569
6570
6571
6572
6573
6574

6575
6576

Coombs, Mr Andrew, 3355 Vickers Dr, Glendale CA 91208. Retired. Japan a, b, c; as Y since 2014. Member Rossica,
MEPSI, India Study Circle, APS. [source: Internet]
Zhao, Mr Xingwen, 91#, Xidian University, 2# Taibai Rd South, Yanta District, Xi’An, ShaanXi 710071, China [source:
Internet]
Stepek, Mr Martin, 45 Meikle Crescent, Hamilton ML3 7QA, United Kingdom. Company director, poet, author,
minfulness teacher. Japan d, f, g, j; as Y since 2020. Member ATA, BTA [source: Internet]
Nass, Mr Henry, 11 Riverside Dr Apt 17-EE, New York NY 10023. Retired. Japan h; as Y [source: Internet]
Grier, Mr Simon, 40 Atkinson Dr, Karana Downs QLD 4306, Australia. Graphic designer. Japan a; Colonies b; as Y
since 2020. Member National Philatelic Centre. [source: Scott Catalogue]
Towle, Mr Ross, 400 Clayton St, San Francisco CA 94117. [source: Internet]
Wathen, Mr David, 23468 Olde Meadowbrook Cir, Estero FL 34134. Japan a, b; as X. [source: Internet]
Kershaw, Mr David John, 4 Ennerdale Rd, Formby, Liverpool L37 2EA, United Kingdom. Retired. Japan a, b, b1;
as Y. Member BSJP. [source: #3817 Alan Cowie of BSJP]
Wilderbeek, Dr Hans, Holstraat 129, 5654 BN Eindhoven, Netherlands. General manager in chemical industry. Japan
a, b, g, h; Occupied areas a, b, c; as Y since 2021. Member RPSL, BPP, DASV Germany, Netherlands Academy
of Philately. [source: Internet]
Westby, Mr Eric, 114 Marchester Dr, Kettering OH 45429. Retired. Japan a, b, b1, c, d, f, g; Colonies b; Occupied
areas a; Manchoukuo a, b, c; Ryūkyū Islands a, b, c; as Y since 2015. Member APS, UPSS.
Li, Mr Yingshuang, 146 Hawkmount Green NW, Calgary AB T3G 3T8, Canada. Electrical engineer. Japan a, b, b1,
c, h, i, j; Manchoukuo a, b, c; as Y since 2000. Member APS. [source: Internet]
FORMER MEMBER REJOINING THE SOCIETY

1599

Braley, Mr Gerald N II, 26 Longview Ln, Brunswick GA 31523
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Volunteer Needed!
A volunteer is sought to assist our Webmaster with the day-to-day maintenance of the ISJP website,
www.isjp.org. This requires knowledge of HTML and WordPress, but a member willing to learn these
techniques will also be welcome. Please contact Lois M. Evans-de Violini at lois@isjp.org for more
information.

Advertisements
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

FOR SALE: Japanese stamps, mihons and JSPA maximum cards (1923-1990). https://myjapanstamps.com
E-mail: l.evans.de.violini@gmail.com
[ISJP 983]
Lois M. Evans-de Violini, 1950 Patricia St, Oxnard, CA 93036-7729
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

ALWAYS BUYING JAPAN INCLUDING OCCUPATIONS AND RYUKYUS From classics to modern, all
collections and offers welcome. Contact me before sending. APS since 1968, ASDA since 1974 equals over 53
years of professional experience. Email: FrankPGeigerSr@gmail.com
[ISJP 4462]
Frank P. Geiger, Sr., PO Box 3442, Pinehurst NC 28374. Phone 787-689-6879
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED, UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION CONGRESS SOUVENIR ALBUMS: Note year, dedication if
any, and condition. Compiling information for JP article, please send any information, photos of your holdings.
E-mail: jsusman@neomed.edu
[ISJP 2269]
Jeff Susman, 3463 Whitfield Avenue, Cincinnati OH 45220
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED, JAPAN OCCUPATION: Stamps and covers of Burma, Malay States, etc. Mint, LH. Ask for my
want list - postage refund.
[ISJP 6424]
Larry Clement, 21793 Ocean Vista Drive, Laguna Beach CA 92651
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED -- Dragon, Cherry Blossom and Koban forgeries. Will buy or trade for early (1871-1876)
forgeries.

E-mail: sanfordensinger@gmail.com
Sanford Ensinger, 77 Portsmouth Dr., Bella Vista AR 72715

[ISJP 1700]

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

FOR SALE, PRE-INDEPENDENCE OF INDONESIA: Overprints on Netherlands Indies and Japanese
Occupation stamps and other issues. Visit: https://www.delcampe.net/en_US/collectibles/store/cvfil
Carlos Vieiro
E-mail: cvfil@fibertel.com.ar
WhatsApp: +54 911 5713-1539
[ISJP 6378]
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

INFORMATION WANTED: MANCHURIA LOCAL OVERPRINTS (MLO) 1945/6. Colleague preparing
new catalogue on this fascinating area and would like to discuss with other specialists. Particularly interested in
scans of covers verifying usage (please scan both sides).
[ISJP 3731]
E-mail: scheibert888@gmail.com (via Florian Eichhorn)
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

FOR SALE, JAPANESE PHILATELIC LITERATURE: Thirteen all new items, including Garrett
Occupations of Philippines, Shimomura and Barefoot Revenues, JSCA catalogues, and two specialized
earthquake publications. Must seel soon. Please make an offer.
E-mail: dandow.umn@gmail.com
David Andow, St. Paul, MN
[ISJP 4886]
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

SELLING & BUYING: Japan and Ryukyus. Free price list on request. Want lists are welcome. If you have
material to sell, please contact me. Selling lists on the Internet at www.BaxleyStamps.com.
Phone: 575-437-8707. E-mail: gbaxley@netmdc.com.
[ISJP 2771]
George C. Baxley, P.O. Box 807, Alamogordo NM 88311
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

